Digitizing Energy: Unlocking business
value with digital technologies
The energy industry is undergoing an unprecedented period of
transition. How can digital technologies help companies disrupt
existing markets and penetrate new ones?
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What are the challenges?
On-time and on-budget capital
project delivery to meet market
commitments on CAPEX spend
and production.

Unconventional oil and gas
need to address the complex
supply chain issues caused
by lack of infrastructure in
these new geographies.

Commercial optimization to
manage the shifting demand
and price volatility.

Maximize throughput of pipelines
while ensuring integrity.

Aging and experienced workforce in mature economies vs.
young and less experienced
workforce in emerging
economies.

Support the requirements
of the new digital customers,
digital business partners and
digital employees.

Increased optimization
of functions, adding
flexibility and value.

How can digital technologies help to address these challenges?

Digital Enterprise Function

Digital Capital Projects
A single plan and a single
design platform for all
parties to work on–in
one ”as-built” design.

An app store providing
agile applications and
capabilities when needed
and as a service.

Comprehensive and
proactive cyber security
capability securing
corporate IT and asset IT.

Multiple devices (e.g.,
tablets, mobile devices ) and
advanced analytics providing
real-time field information.

Protection from cyber threats that could impact
safety, critical infrastructure, reputation and
competitive advantage.

Accurate “as-built” ensuring seamless handover to
operations and shorter time to maximum production.

On-time, on-budget projects.

Hybrid ERP and IT
landscape that utilizes
digital capabilities.

Ability to leverage digital for improved
efficiencies and ability to disrupt existing
markets and penetrate new ones.

Digital Oilfield for Unconventional Fields

Digital Oilfield
Single platform with all
upstream asset operations
information from
wellhead to boardroom.

Enterprise function redesigned
to leverage market capabilities
in cloud, mobile, analytical
and social.

Machines and people
working seamlessly
together to optimize
production.

Increased safety through better
information and de-manning of sites.

Lower downtime,
higher production.

Advanced
data analytics
of assets as a
service.

A fully integrated
field planning
capability leveraging
digital technologies
like analytics, mobile,
cloud and social.

More comprehensive
remote operations
through automation,
mobile and drones.

Reliable production forecasts.

Advanced logistics
of workforce, water,
and materials using
an Enterprise Social
Media Hub and Big
Data platform.

Significant reduction in
costs to develop fields.

Large-scale, factory
drilling and production
optimization through
the application of
big data and new
analytical models.

Increased production and improved
forecasting reliability.

An integrated
approach to
managing
equipment
and services.

Improved safety and reduced
costs of contingent labor.

Digital Plant
Single platform to manage all
plant operations and enterprise
data in one place–from
plant-floor to boardroom.

Proactive cyber
security protecting
asset IT.

Holistic remote operations
through fully integrated
operations, planning, advanced
asset analysis and management.

Increased safety through a
Seamless integration of Engineering,
reduction of on-site personnel. Operations and Maintenance and Reliability.

A fully integrated planning
approach and capability.

Digital Retail

Digital Pipeline
Centralized view of all
data in a single place.

Increased asset
integrity and safety.

Near-real-time visibility
of pipeline data for
higher pipeline integrity.

Remote monitoring and work
through automation,
embedded devices and drones.

Increased throughput through
improved maintenance and
improved pipeline data visibility.

The ability to more readily respond
to commercial opportunities.

Optimized retail site,
infrastructure and
applications utilizing
cloud technology.
Ability to capitalize on
the new digital customer.

Ability to engage the
digital customer and target
new business models.
Lower-cost operations with
more functionality and agility.

Optimized customer
relationship management.

New revenue generating
opportunities.

Digital B2B
Advanced digital marketing to better
manage B2B customers and blur with
B2C customers.
Reduced customer
attrition.

More efficient logistics and new offers can be
enabled through digital technologies.

Acquisition of new customers
through new digital channels.

Improved logistics and ability to provide
more customer choice to differentiate.

Why is digital important to the energy industry?
We believe digital can help make existing processes and models more efficient and create entirely new solutions to address the key imperatives the energy industry
faces today. The businesses that are able to develop a deeper understanding of digital technologies and weave them throughout their operations will be equipped to
drive business and industry disruptions to their advantage.
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